GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG CLUB OF AMERICA
Mid-Atlantic Futurity/Maturity
Saturday - 4/07/2018

Judge: Mr. Jerry Graham

FUTURITY

German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Junior)  Dogs


German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Teenage)  Dogs


German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Intermediate)  Dogs


German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Senior)  Dogs


Best Futurity Dog:  _19_

Reserve Futurity Dog:  _9_
German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Junior)  Bitches

6  _1_  BEACON HILL'S EVIL WOMAN OF CHARMBROOK  DN50811801.9/1/2017

German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Teenage)  Bitches

8  _AB_  PINEBUCK'S-SINCA'S WAKE ME UP BEFORE U GOGO  DN49784704.5/3/2017

10  _1_RFB  BARK HILLS SUNSHINE OF BASKERVILLE  DN49606502.4/14/2017
German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Amateur Junior/Teen) Bitches

12 _1_BAB  COLBYHAUS MARDAN'S FLASH DANCE GSDSTYLE DN49736702.4/17/2017

German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Intermediate)  Bitches


German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Senior)  Bitches


Best Futurity Bitch: _20_
Reserve Futurity Bitch: _10_
Best Amateur Futurity Bitch: _12_

Best in Futurity: _20_
Best of Opposite Sex to Best in Futurity: _19_
Best Amateur in Futurity: _12_

MATURITY

German Shepherd Dogs, Maturity (Junior)  Dogs


German Shepherd Dogs, Maturity (Amateur Junior)  Dogs


German Shepherd Dogs, Maturity (Senior)  Dogs


Best Maturity Dog: _41_

Reserve Maturity Dog: _47_

Best Amateur Maturity Dog: _43_

Maturity (Junior)  Bitches


German Shepherd Dogs, Maturity (Senior)  Bitches

MILLERTIME'S AMERICAN STORY OF FARML


GCH CH WONDERLAND'S MIA HAMM CGC


CHERPA'S EX'S AND O'S


CHERPA'S WAITING TO EXHALE


Best Maturity Bitch: 36

Reserve Maturity Bitch: 32
Best in Maturity: _41_
Best of Opposite Sex to Best in Maturity: _36_
Best Amateur in Maturity: _43_